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ABSTRACT
Research into Moderators, which support collaborative teams by proactively making team
members aware of actions or potential problems which may affect them, began in the 1990s, in
the context of supporting collaborations during concurrent engineering projects. This paper
provides a background to the evolution of Moderators and explores their role in supporting
virtual organisations. A Collaboration Moderator (CM) is an evolution of earlier moderators and
is capable of behaving differently for different types of users and therefore caters for the
varying requirements of individual users depending on the roles they have in the collaborations.
This paper describes the architecture and components of a CM from an implementation
perspective. Prototype CMs have been developed during the EU funded SYNERGY project, and
two use cases for which the prototype CMs were implemented as services (a Pre-Creation use
case and an Operational use case) are also discussed in this paper.
Keywords: Collaborations, virtual enterprises, virtual organisations, moderators, knowledge
management support for collaborations.

1. INTRODUCTION
Virtual Organisations (VOs) are essentially comprised of a number of autonomous and semiindependent partners, each of which has a range of capabilities and resources at their disposal.
These partners can be individuals, departments or whole organisations. These VOs are formed
so that resources may be pooled and services combined with a view to exploiting a perceived
market niche (Norman et al. 2004). Walton and Whicker (1996) describe the VOs as a series of
cooperating “nodes” of core competence forming a value chain for addressing an opportunity.
However, it can be argued that VOs are networks of competency nodes, rather than a series.
Camarinha and Afsarmanesh (1999) define a VO as a temporary alliance of organisations that
come together to share skills or core competencies and resources in order to better respond to
business opportunities and whose cooperation is supported by computer networks.
The establishment of cooperation agreements and strategic partnerships between organisations
is not a new phenomenon in the world of business. However the use of communication and
information technologies to support virtualisation strategies has increased significantly with
the advances in these areas. Organisations are entering into wider alliances and communities of
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practice through electronic means, and at the same time, internet technologies are adopted at
both intra–firm and inter–firm levels to aid virtualisation strategies (Camarinha-Matos et al.
1998, Salazar et al. 2003). Virtualisation and working as cooperating teams bring many obvious
advantages, however the interdependent nature of collaborative activities introduces
complexities into the business processes. Indeed processes can be too complicated and time
consuming, creating many obstacles to collaboration, and therefore the virtual organisation
creation process is a critical to the successes of the network (Camarinha-Matos et al, 2009).
Knowledge sharing has been identified as one of the key factors governing the success of
collaborations. However it has also been identified that effective sharing of knowledge and
information is one of the major challenges facing virtual teams (Camarinha-Matos 2004).
Ratcheva (2009) mentions that knowledge diversity in multidisciplinary teams can hinder their
effective sharing of the knowledge. The difficulty of managing knowledge exchanges amongst
team members can become a major barrier to any successful multidisciplinary activity. Lack of
shared knowledge or awareness of team members’ priorities can lead to sub–optimal decision
processes, affecting the overall performance of the team. Therefore, tools and techniques for
timely creation, sharing and reuse of appropriate knowledge are vital for collaborative team
working.
This paper describes the real time operations of a collaboration moderator (CM). The CM exists
to aid collaborations by raising awareness of the priorities and requirements of other
contributors. Prototype CMs have been developed during the EU funded SYNERGY project
(SYNERGY 2008) (Popplewell, 2008). The rest of this paper is organised as follows: the next
section explains the earlier work leading to the development of the CM. Subsequent sections
briefly describe an architecture relevant to the real time operations of the CM followed by
implementation issues and case studies. The paper concludes with a section discussing the
impact of such a tool on collaborative working and the feedback from users. A list of
abbreviations is provided as an appendix as a quick reference for the reader.

2. BACKGROUND
Research into Moderators began in the 1990s in the context of supporting collaborations during
concurrent engineering (CE) projects. Information management was identified as the key to
success in a CE environment (Harding and Popplewell, 1996). An individual partner in a CE
project is likely to take decisions which unintentionally may cause disruptions in activities
carried out by other partners. Therefore members of a CE team need to be aware of each other’s
activities, since lack of awareness can lead to situations like:



Members not knowing that their actions have affected or can affect others
Members not knowing that another’s actions have affected or are going to affect them or
others

The research into Moderators progressed through several research projects during the 1990s
and 2000s and the concepts have been applied to different contexts, but throughout the
research, a common aspect of their functionality has been to support collaborations and
increase awareness between collaborating partners. Harding and Popplewell (1996) provided
specifications of the Engineering Moderator to support teams working in a CE environment, by
encouraging and facilitating communication and negotiations between design agents and other
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team members. Harding et al. (2003) developed a Manufacturing System Engineering
Moderator to monitor design decisions and evaluate their significance to individual project
team members and to communicate with the affected teams. Further details of the history and
development of Moderators can be found in Harding et al (2007).

3. COLLABORATION MODERATOR
A collaboration moderator (CM) is a specialist application for supporting individual
collaboration partners (and therefore the collaboration as a whole) by raising awareness of
issues affecting the items of interest (IOIs) identified by the partners. A CM is an evolution of the
earlier Moderators described in the previous section. The CM has been designed to extend the
earlier moderator concepts for supporting knowledge based collaborations. A CM is capable of
behaving differently for different types of users and therefore caters for the varying
requirements of individual users depending on the roles they have in the collaborations. Earlier
work on moderators concentrated on identifying actions of team members that are likely to
cause problems for others. A CM makes a generalisation of this concept and defines the items
that are of interest (IOIs) to individual partners and monitors for the events that correspond to
any changes in these items. This generalisation captures the earlier objectives of moderators of
identifying possible conflicts and at the same time extends the capabilities of the CM to monitor
for external influences. The following example explains the advantages of this concept:
Example of a typical moderation activity carried out by a CM: A component is
manufactured by a certain partner and is then transported by a logistics partner. For the
logistics partner, the IOIs include the dimensions of the component. Later the design partner
decides on a better design of the component and agrees it with the manufacturing partner.
The new design includes slight changes in the dimensions. As the dimensions are defined as
one of the IOIs for the logistics partner, when a change in the state of a dimension is
detected with the “design change” event; the logistics partner will be notified of the possible
conflict between the component’s dimension and the logistics partner’s pallet size. In this
way, the logistics partner is automatically made aware of the possible problem as soon as
the design change is decided by the design partner




It should be noted that in the above example, even if the dimensions were changed by
the manufacturing partner, the same process would have resulted in raising the
awareness of the logistics partner to the potential pallet size problems (due to the
changed component dimensions). Therefore this approach also allows monitoring IOIs
where changes are caused by actors that are unknown (at the time of definition of the
IOIs).
The CM allows the IOI to be an abstract item, e.g. opportunities to do a new business or
form a new collaboration. The events affecting these IOIs can be internal to the
collaboration or external e.g. publishing of a tender or entry of a new member in a
collaboration pool. By monitoring events that affect the IOIs of users, the CM is able to
raise awareness appropriately. It is worth mentioning that this approach makes it
possible for the moderator knowledge to evolve. At the time of defining the IOI, a certain
set of events may be responsible for affecting a certain IOI. However at a later stage, it
may be realised that a new event also affects the same IOI. The moderation knowledge
evolves by defining and adding the new event type to the knowledge base.
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A high level description of the collaboration moderator service (CMS) and details of its
architecture are provided by Swarnkar et al. (2011). In the following sub–sections, this paper
describes the architecture and components of a CM from an implementation perspective. Two
use cases for which the prototype CM was implemented as a service (Pre-Creation use case and
Operational use case) are also mentioned in these sections.

3.1 CM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 shows the core CM components as solid shapes. The user facing components (GUIs) can
also be part of the CM; however this is not always the case as a CM can be deployed as a service
to be used by other applications. Keeping this in mind, the CM has been designed with a
modular architecture. The CM relies on two types of knowledge and information repositories: a
knowledge base (CMKB) for storing moderation knowledge and a temporary storage of
knowledge and information about processes currently in progress. Two important components
of the CM are the knowledge acquisition module (KAM) and the Real Time Module (RTM), which
are responsible for interacting with the user for maintaining the moderation knowledge and for
real time monitoring activities respectively. The RTM has interfaces for accessing shared
collaboration information and to publish/subscribe for events which drive the moderation
activities.

FIGURE 1: COMPONENTS OF A COLLABORATION MODERATOR

3.2 CM KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION MODULE
Knowledge acquisition is one of the major tasks for any knowledge based system and the CM is
no exception to this. In order to perform the moderation tasks, the CM needs knowledge about
its users. A user can have various roles in a collaboration and/or can be a part of various
collaborations. Therefore the KAM needs to adapt itself to varying knowledge requirements for
different ‘avatars’ of the same user. The moderation knowledge may include information about
user’s competencies, which can be either entered by the users themselves or can be extracted
by the KAM using sources defined by the user. Similarly, if the moderation activity is about a
process which is currently going on; the KAM may need to fetch information from the event logs
or CM’s working memory (WM – to be discussed later). Figure 2 shows an abstraction of the
ontology underlying the CMKB. The ontology defines users to have multiple roles, and for each
of these roles, there is an expert module (EM). An EM represents the moderation knowledge for
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a certain role of a certain user. The EM consists of a collection of units of moderation knowledge
represented by IOIs. An instance of an IOI will contain the events it is triggered by, the
conditions that analyse the event details (along with other sources of knowledge – like WM) and
the actions that can be taken.

FIGURE 2: COLLABORATION MODERATOR KNOWLEDGE BASE ONTOLOGY

The process of knowledge acquisition is driven by relations present in a moderator ontology,
which defines what sorts of roles are possible for a user. Each user has at least one role, i.e. as an
individual. When a user joins a collaboration, the number of roles he is playing increases. In a
service oriented environment, the CM detects the presence of roles associated with the user by
querying the relevant service. The CM defines an EM for every role a user has, and each EM in
turn will hold a number of IOIs.
It is important to note that the IOIs for a certain type of role may or may not be the same for
another type of role. For example, a user as an individual may be interested in new
collaboration opportunities; however the same user as a member of a VO will be interested in
activities happening inside the VO. Therefore the types of IOI applicable for a role are also
defined in the knowledge representation. For implementation, this can be encapsulated within
the logic of the CM, however doing so will make the code highly coupled and very difficult to
maintain. This poses a design challenge for the implementation of the knowledge base. In order
to overcome this, the CM embraces the design principle: program to an interface (super type),
not an implementation. Moreover, the factory design pattern (Gamma et al. 1995) has been used
for creating the instances of knowledge units. Figure 3 shows the ontology defining a set of
possible types of IOI that a role can be assigned. The various implementations of the superclass
Role have a one–to–many “canHave” relation with appropriate implementations of the IOI class.
Using the above design principle, the code is written for the superclass (in this case Role and
IOI), therefore they can still work with the subclasses. When it comes to instantiation, factory
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methods are utilised to appropriately create objects. At some point during the course of VO
operation, if a new type of IOI needs to be supported, it can be defined and associated with the
type of role. The factory method will still be able to create objects as needed. In this way, the
factory design pattern also ensures that the knowledge is ready for evolution.

FIGURE 3: ONTOLOGY DEFINING TYPES OF IOI APPLICABLE FOR DIFFERENT ROLES

Further, an instance of an IOI must define what knowledge it requires from the user in order to
carry out the moderation activities, i.e. how to populate and maintain information about events,
conditions and actions. The IOI defines an interface to acquire knowledge, populate the KB, or
execute actions etc., however it is the various subclasses which take care of these activities
differently. In this way, the behaviour of the KAM is defined by the different IOIs being created
or updated. The development of a user interface for the KAM demands great flexibility,
therefore separating the presentation from the logic becomes very important.

3.3 CM REAL TIME MODULE
The Real Time Module (RTM) is responsible for carrying out the CM’s on-going moderation
activities. The RTM has access to the moderation knowledge and other sources of information to
establish the context of the events occurring in real time and assess their impact on the users
(i.e. through the IOIs). The RTM is initially in a monitoring state, listening to subscribed events
to detect those which may affect one or more of CM’s users. When such an event is detected, the
RTM enters the assessment mode and analyses the situation. This may involve retrieving
additional information and knowledge from external and internal repositories. Depending on
the assessment, the RTM takes appropriate action and then returns to its initial idle/monitoring
state.
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Figure 4shows an instance of a monitoring process carried out by the CM. When the event
arrives from an event publisher, there is a message payload attached to it. The message payload
can contain textual information and files as an attachment while the event itself contains a
variety of information like topic, publisher details etc. The RTM parses this information and
matches the type of event with possible IOIs that may be affected by this event. When one or
more matching IOIs are found, the RTM executes them and they carry out further analysis of the
conditions and take appropriate actions.

FIGURE 4: MODERATION PROCESS CARRIED OUT BY CM

It is understandable that an instance of the moderation process, as shown in figure 4, may not
finish before a new event occurs. This can happen in very ordinary situations, where the process
life cycle lasts for a few seconds. If the RTM had to wait until a current moderation process
finishes before it can start another, the CM would be rather useless for all practical purposes.
Therefore any implementation of the RTM needs to be multi–threaded. Figure 5 shows the steps
of the moderation process in detail, taking care of concurrent processing aspects. As the RTM’s
monitoring thread (steps shown in purple with solid lines in the figure) receives an event, it
generates a query thread (steps shown in orange with dashed lines in the figure). The original
monitoring thread goes back to its initial listening state immediately. It is then the newly
created thread that queries the KB for IOI that are affected by the class of the received event. If
it retrieves IOIs that are likely to be affected, it creates parallel threads (steps shown in green
with dotted lines in the figure) for assessment of the event with respect to moderation
knowledge contained in each of the IOIs. The parallel assessment threads carry out the analysis.
They may need to retrieve additional information from external or internal sources. After the
analysis, appropriate actions are taken. If the assessment results in multiple actions, they may
be taken by the creation of yet another set of threads (shown in blue with solid lines at the
bottom of the figure).
However, it should be noted that concurrency comes with the cost of complexity. The KB is most
likely to be queried by the multiple threads at the same time; therefore the interface to the KB
should be able to handle concurrent queries. At later stages, when the IOIs carry out the
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assessment, they may need to access the WM concurrently, which may include all of the four
basic functions of persistent storage: create, read, update and delete (CRUD) operations.
Therefore, the implementation of the RTM should take care of the fact the concurrent threads
will be sharing resources and therefore the development needs to be thread–safe.

FIGURE 5: DETAILED STEPS IN THE MODERATION PROCESS

3.4 MODERATOR KNOWLEDGE BASE
The moderator KB contains knowledge about CM users. The abstract ontology of a CM user
profile (Figure 2) was discussed in an earlier section. The KB stores an instance of user profile
for each CM user, and each user profile contains an EM corresponding to each role that the user
has and zero–to–many IOIs are associated with each EM. The KB provides an interface for the
KAM to populate and modify the knowledge, while the RTM is querying it. The way these
modules operate and access the knowledge creates two very different views of the same
knowledge as shown in the following figures (Figure 6 and Figure 7). Figure 6 shows a
conceptual view of how the KB appears to the KAM. Each user profile is a tree with the User
node at the root and with various nodes as EMs or IOIs. However, when the RTM accesses the
KB, its focus is on querying the events that it has received. Figure 7 shows another conceptual
view of the KB as it appears to the RTM, where the Events are the root nodes, with others like
IOI and EM attached to it. The KB is implemented as a graph based knowledge repository with
semantic annotations.
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FIGURE 6: KAM VIEW OF THE KNOWLEDGEBASE

FIGURE 7 : RTM VIEW OF THE KNOWLEDGEBASE
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3.5 WORKING MEMORY
The KB is a repository of moderation knowledge and for practical purposes, the RTM has read–
only access to it. There is a possibility for the RTM to feedback “lesson–learnt” type knowledge
to the KB in run time, however that should happen through a Knowledge Population Module,
thereby leaving the RTM with a read–only direct access (Swarnkar et al. 2011). A moderation
activity may involve analysing multiple events in succession over a certain period of time.
Therefore the RTM needs a means of persisting such intermediate knowledge of “what’s going
on” – a way of reading/writing the information relevant to the current moderation processes.
The CM achieves this through Working Memory (WM) which can be defined as “a programming
interface that allows transient storage, retrieval and traversal of events via a managed list in real
time”. Figure 8 shows how the WM is utilised by the RTM.

FIGURE 8: TYPICAL FLOW DIAGRAM SHOWING THE USE OF WORKING MEMORY IN THE RTM

The WM class provides methods for getting an instance of the WM, manipulating the event list
and finally deleting the persistence, once the activity has finished. The factory design pattern
was used again as it separates the logic of creating the instances of WM from the moderation
code and makes maintenance issues easier to handle.
It is understandable that different implementations of the WM will have different requirements.
The implementation can be memory based, file based or database based. It may appear lucrative
to use a memory based persistence as it can be more efficient to implement for complicated
objects, however if it is expected to contain a large number of events, it may be better to use a
low latency lightweight relational database. On the other hand, an object–oriented database
may prove to be the option which provides the best of both worlds. A smart way of developing,
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keeping these considerations in mind, is to utilise the strategy pattern (Gamma et al. 1995) and
use different types of persistence implementation for different situations.

Figure 8 also shows the flow of logic for getting the WM instance. There is a specialty of the WM
instances – i.e. for one moderation activity, there should be one and only one instance of the WM.
When the event arrives, the RTM looks for an existing WM associated with the moderation
activity (i.e. if the moderation activity has already begun). If found, the existing instance is used
otherwise a new instance is created. Therefore, in most cases the WM implementation should be
done with the singleton pattern (Gamma et al. 1995).

4 COLLABORATION MODERATOR SERVICE
The work reported in this paper has been carried out as part of the SYNERGY project (SYNERGY
2008). SYNERGY was an FP7 collaborative research project between 8 academic and industrial
partners across 5 European countries and was funded by the European Commission. The
project ran for over 3 years with the aim of developing dynamic and adaptive knowledge
management systems and services to enable VOs to collaborate more easily. The partners in the
SYNERGY project worked towards developing a web–based and service oriented software
infrastructure to help all kinds of companies which need to engage in collaborative business, to
discover, capture, deliver and apply knowledge relevant to collaboration creation and operation
thus helping them to effectively and efficiently participate in VOs whilst avoiding the above
mentioned shortcomings and problems. The projects utilised an enterprise service bus (ESB),
service oriented architecture (SOA) and event driven architecture (EDA) as well as web-service
notification (WSN) as enabling technologies (SYNERGY Consortium 2008).
The Collaboration Moderator Service (CMS) was developed as one of the services offered by the
SYNERGY platform. Work was carried out to identify, with end-user partners and others, the
range, scope and content of knowledge relevant to collaborative working, including the
identification and abstraction of collaboration patterns for the learning enterprise and VO.
Keeping in mind the target users, i.e. small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs), the
requirement of a software–as–a–service model was realised. Moreover, CMS was developed as
an interoperable service, which can be utilised by other services or applications in a SOA
environment as shown in Figure 9.
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FIGURE 9: CMS ARCHITECTURE IN CONTEXT OF SYNERGY

5 USE CASES
During the development of the prototype CMS, two types of use cases were considered. The use
cases were selected to aid the VO initiation and operational phases. The use cases exhibit how
CMS can be useful to two very different kinds of end users involved in completely different
types of activities. Also, for both of the use cases, CMS is provided as a service on the ESB. In one
case, it was provided to the end user on a software–as–a–service (SaaS) model, while in the
other case it is provided as a business–to–business (B2B) service to be used by the exploiter.
The following sections present the storylines behind the development of each use case and
explain how CMS aids them.

5.1 SMECLUSTER USE CASE
The main actor in this use case is a facilitator for SMEs working in the automotive area. It has a
database with the information of 300+ competent enterprises relevant to the field. The objective
of the facilitator is to search for new business opportunities and assess their suitability with
regards to the existing pool of enterprises. If competent enterprises are found, the facilitator
then initiates an assessment of possible VOs considering risk factors etc. and subsequently
proposes a business proposition to the members. The facilitator uses the web based SMECluster
portal for its business.
The objective of the SMECluster interface is to serve both the VO facilitator and the member
enterprises, however the instances are quite different in both cases. The VO facilitator is
presented with tools to view new business opportunities, create a new business opportunity,
provide suggestions on the potential VO members and the risks associated with them. On the
other hand, the member enterprises are shown the opportunities suggested through the
facilitator. For both the facilitator and the members, the interface provides ways to accept or
reject suggestions.

5.1.1 CMS IN THE CONTEXT OF SMECLUSTER USE CASE
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For the pilot study on this use case, the available database of 300+ relevant automotive
enterprises was text mined and the competency knowledge was extracted. This was stored
using the ECOS structure (Khilwani et al. 2011) and made available for queries by a knowledge
management service within SYNERGY. Figure 10 shows the process of converting the company
data in legacy format to semantically annotated competency knowledge. A collaboration pool is
created and the companies which are served by SMECluster are added. A collaboration pool
(CPOOL) is a collection of enterprises which are willing to collaborate for suitable business
opportunities.

FIGURE 10: PREPARING THE SHARED KNOWLEDGEBASE FOR VO INITIATION USE CASE

CMS needs to acquire moderation knowledge before it can help its users. When the facilitator
registers with CMS, the KAM queries the knowledge management service to find out what types
of roles the facilitator has and creates EMs accordingly in the KB. Now the facilitator creates an
IOI of the type “business opportunity”. At this point, CMS subscribes to events associated with
the occurrences of new business opportunities. These can come from either custom built search
engines as they fetch public tenders or by manual entry of opportunities. These are provided as
interoperable services on the ESB, and therefore it does not matter to CMS where they come
from as they conform to the pre–agreed event schema. The EM corresponds to the facilitator
role; therefore the KAM created the IOI using knowledge analysis that needs to be done with
respect to the entire CPOOL.
Upon receiving these events, the CMS analyses the opportunity and extracts the competency
requirements. The RTM is triggered and it looks for IOIs associated with the event type. The IOI
contains the moderation knowledge on what sorts of capabilities to look for and what range of
enterprises to explore, which in this case is the set of all the competencies for each member in
the entire pool. The available pool of competencies is extracted by querying the shared
knowledge base. A further analysis is done which identifies which combinations of the
companies can be expected to fulfil the requirements the best. It creates a superset of all the
possible combinations of enterprises for the requirements and then analyses their suitability,
thereby ranking them. For example, the combinations of potential candidates for VO formation
with fewer candidates are ranked higher.
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The action in this case is sending the result of analysis to be received by SMECluster, which is
done via raising an event containing the results as a message payload back to the ESB. CMS
generates the event with a message payload with two parts: first, a textual part which is written
in plain English, describing the analysis results briefly, and second, the itemized information in a
pre–agreed schema. SMECluster upon receiving this event from the petals bus utilises the
information provided to present the facilitator with the suggestions and options for forming a
new VO and applying various tools like risk assessment etc. (Alawamleh & Popplewell, 2011)

5.1.2 Manual Entry of Business Opportunity
In this case, the facilitator receives a business opportunity from its own professional network.
In most cases, these are in the form of a telephone conversation accompanied by a free text
email explaining the requirements. As mentioned before, the SMECluster portal provides the
facilitator with options for creating new business opportunities. The facilitator uses the
SMECluster interface to create the business opportunity on the system. SMECluster then
generates an event with the requirements as a message payload and publishes it to the ESB,
which in turn will send it to CMS (subscriber). This triggers the analysis process at CMS as
described above.

Automated Search for Business Opportunities
This functionality of CMS is there for automatically fetching suitable business opportunities for
the facilitator with added support for creation of new collaborations; however CMS is not a
search engine. This functionality is achieved with the same publish subscribe mechanism
mentioned above. CMS acts on receiving business opportunity events – such events can be
produced by a search program that can be built with different parameters according to the
implementation requirements. In this case, a web bot was written which fetches new business
opportunities from predefined sources. When it finds a new opportunity, it extracts the
information and publishes an event with the information as the message payload. For CMS, it is
the same event containing a business opportunity and it triggers the CMS in the same way as
discussed in the previous section. The analysed business opportunity will appear on the
facilitator’s screen used by SMECluster.

5.2 SAM USE CASE
The actors involved in this use case are the project manager and other members of an
operational VO. The lead organisation (DC) setup a drug discovery called Scientists against
Malaria (SAM) with the aim of conducting computational prediction experiments for protein
targets. The nature of the work is collaborative, i.e. different experiments conducted by different
partners, with experiments having dependencies on those carried out at other sites. Moreover
the trends in the results also affect the overall strategy and success of the project.
The various steps of drug discovery involve comparisons and discussions of the predictions of
different modelling and design methods and additionally an evaluation of experimental results.
The VO uses the Collaborative Electronic Research Framework (CERF) software which provides
a web-based collaborative lab notebook to the project. CERF is integrated with SYNERGY
services for exchanging information in a schema that was developed by DC.
The various members in the VO perform different roles, and different prediction experiments,
screening and assays happen at different locations. As the number of experiments is in excess of
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thousands, it becomes very difficult for the project manager and the VO members to determine
if there are some inconsistent results or erroneous estimates.
The main interface for these VO members is the electronic lab notebook CERF, where all the
data entry (prediction or assay results) takes place. CERF provides the VO members and project
manager with an interface to enter and view the experimental results in the form of a dashboard.
Based on the results of predictions, a consensus is reached whether to proceed with more time
consuming, sophisticated and expensive assays for compounds. The consensus rule decision on
the predictions for a compound is shown as traffic lights: green means the compound passes,
red means that it fails while yellow represents an inconclusive result. This provides the
members involved in experiments with a subset of the entire collection of compounds to carry
out the expensive assays on.
At the next stage, the member carrying out the assays enters the results for the compounds as
they finish each individual experiment. The assay results which match with the predictions
show a positive outcome. However there are situations where the results are inconsistent with
the predictions, and the project manager would like to know if there are many such
inconsistencies.

5.2.1 CMS IN THE CONTEXT OF SAM PILOT
When individual members enter results in CERF, it sends the data as a schema-based instance
message to the Petals service bus, which in turn distributes the data as event messages to the
SYNERGY services, including CMS. CMS also receives events triggered by a Complex Event
Processing Engine (CEPS) based on different patterns in the data. Unlike, the other use case,
here the users are provided with a user interface where they can interact with CMS. An
important aspect of this pilot as far as CMS is concerned is that it provides an example of how
the KAM can be customised to meet the needs of a particular user type and thereby add value to
their collaboration activities.

Generation of Consensus Rules – specialised KAM
For creating IOIs related to the experimental dashboard, the users need to create rules that they
can understand and work with the results as they arrive in real time. At the same time, the user
should be able to create and see the effects of the rules in an interactive and easy way before
they apply them. The rules thus created will be executed by CMS at runtime on the event data.
The rules need to be written in a generic way, so that they can be applied to any column on the
dashboard and when attached to the IOI, be executed in real time with respect to event
messages associated with those columns.
In predictive drug discovery, it is a general practice to screen a smaller set of compounds for
further experiments as the team progresses to more expensive and time consuming
experiments. The screening is based on the outcome of the experiments that have already been
carried out on the compound. In the SAM use case, after the prediction and screening results
arrive on the dashboard, the VO project manager needed to select a smaller set of compounds
based on a consensus rule. This much smaller selection consists of the candidate compounds for
further assay experiments. It was realised that the rules generated for moderation activities can
very well serve as the consensus rules on the existing data. Therefore work was carried out to
specialise the KAM to accommodate this requirement of the pilot.
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In the operational stage of the VO, CMS subscribes to the relevant event topics so that it can
receive events associated with prediction or assay result registration at CERF. In this way, CMS
is able to create a copy of the result data in its temporary storage. Apart from the actual result,
the experiment/assay/prediction result registration events contain information about the
compound, the investigator, the timestamp etc. The project manager is provided with the
specialised KAM and presents its users with an interface to work with CMS’s copy of the
dashboard, and to generate knowledge related to possible content which may appear in the
CERF dashboard. Hence, using the specialised KAM, the project manager and other VO partners
can create consensus rules to be applied to the existing dashboard data. The specialised KAM
allows its user full flexibility to manipulate the data, ability to check its validity on a sample
from the dashboard or ability to apply rules on the whole data set using a rule builder interface
(Figure 11). The consensus rules themselves are in the form of scripts and therefore they can be
stored normally as data. Hence, the user can also store the rules generated to use later. The VO
members may need to apply different consensus rules on the existing dashboard and see how
they affect the resulting columns and when they are happy with the results; they can extract the
data with consensus rules applied to it. This data goes back to CERF as prediction and assay
spotlights. The rule builder interface allows full flexibility in the creation of the consensus rules,
i.e., whether to base the rule on the prediction rule outcomes, the underlying real values, or both.
To build the consensus rule, a number of variables are pre-defined as shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1: VARIABLES USED IN THE RULE BUILDER

Variable name
phoreR, phoreD
dock1R, dock1D
dock2R, dock2D
vsR, vsD
prediStopR; prediStopD
assayR, assayD
assayStopR, assayStopD

Meaning
Value (phoreR) and PASS/FAIL status (phoreD) of the “Phore” column
Value and PASS/FAIL status of the “DOCK” column
Value and PASS/FAIL status of the “DOCK 2” column
Value and PASS/FAIL status of the Virtual Screening column
Value and GREEN/RED status of Binding Prediction Stoplight
Value and PASS/FAIL status of the Binding Assay column
Value and GREEN/RED status of Binding Assay Stoplight
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FIGURE 11: THE CONSENSUS RULE BUILDER AT CMS KNOWLEDGE GENERATOR

Consensus rules are designed in a text-based manner, using these variables as well as additional,
user-defined ones. The rules defined can apply to any column. In order for the users to test and
execute the rules, the specialised KAM needs a copy of the dashboard data it receives from
events. As it populates itself from (possibly) concurrent events, the dashboard persistence for
the specialised KAM draws inspiration from the WM discussed earlier. This has been
implemented as an object database. Each row object (representing all the results for a
compound) contains compound identifiers and a collection of individual results objects. This
object is able to execute the consensus rule script and generate aggregates (results for
prediction spotlights).
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Once a consensus rule is designed, the user is presented with a preview of the consensus rule on
the dashboard to show the statistics on the outcome of the consensus rule. The user can also see
a snapshot of the dashboard with the rule applied on it and download the data in a format that
can be directly uploaded to CERF (Figure 12).

FIGURE 42: THE “PREVIEW AND APPLY RULE” WINDOW

Inconsistency of Experimental Results
The VO carries on performing the more expensive assay experiments with the set of compounds
determined by the consensus rule. Ideally at this stage, it would be expected that all the results
of the assays match with the aggregates (results of consensus rules for each compound).
However, this does not always happen in real life. When the results do not match, the project
manager or other concerned VO members would like to know about it, so that they can initiate
activities to resolve the issue.
After applying the consensus rules on the set of prediction results, the project manager uploads
the data to the CERF which sends the data as prediction aggregate registration events. At a later
stage, when CERF sends the assay results, it is checked by matching them against the aggregates
(value found by applying the consensus rule for the same compound). If the results do not
match, this is something that the member involved in experiments needs to know. In this way,
every time an inconsistency occurs, the concerned VO member is notified about it. In the use
case, the occurrence of inconsistency was also notified by raising an “inconsistency data” event
to the ESB.
CMS goes beyond the scenario presented above. The above serves well for a small number of
experiments, however in reality with thousands of compounds; this may become a problem for
the VO members. Keeping in mind that there are numerous compounds involved in the assay
experiments, therefore the concerned VO members may not like to receive an email or a
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notification every time an inconsistency occurs. Depending on how important the assay is, the
VO members may prefer to be notified when a certain number of inconsistencies have occurred
within a certain period, or when a certain period has passed after the occurrence of the first
such inconsistency. In some cases, they may wish some other sort of action to be taken in a
different situation, e.g. to arrange a meeting when a certain number of inconsistencies happen in
a given time; or simply to be notified by email when the number of inconsistencies is less than a
certain number.
Along with the registration of aggregate results, the CMS also subscribes to the inconsistent data
events. The CMS allows the user to define its IOI based on the inconsistency in the assay results.
At the same time, the user can define what sort of actions they wish to be taken when different
conditions are satisfied. The inconsistency events trigger the RTM, which looks for these IOIs in
the KB. Once activated, these IOIs run as separate threads waiting for the conditions to be
fulfilled. As more of such events occur, CMS analyses them along with the existing events in WM
against the moderation knowledge and decides to either append the event to the working
memory or delete the chain of events and take certain CMS actions, Also, if the same event is not
received in a certain period after the occurrence of the first event, the event is considered to be
timed out and a certain CMS action is taken. Once again, the moderation knowledge enables
RTM to take appropriate actions in different situations. For example, if the number of
inconsistencies is within a given limit, it could be that an email report is sent to the VO, on the
other hand if the number of inconsistencies exceed the normal limit within certain time period,
a CMS event may be produced and sent to the ESB, which in turn will initiate a collaboration
pattern for starting a meeting.
This paper has reported on the design and prototype implementations of CMS based on two use
case scenarios. The CMS is an evolution founded on several years of Moderator research.
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APPENDIX
TABLE 2: LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS FOR TERMS RELATED TO COLLABORATION MODERATOR

CM
CMKB
CMS
EM
IOI
KAM
RTM
VO
WM

Collaboration Moderator
Collaboration Moderator Knowledgebase
Collaboration Moderator Service: CM provided as a service in the context of SYNERGY
project
Expert Module: a collection of knowledge units for a certain role of a certain user
Item of Interest: a knowledge unit
Knowledge Acquisition Module
Real Time Module
Virtual Organisation
Working Memory: a temporary knowledge repository which CM uses to store its
knowledge about current processes it is monitoring

